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Vision Processing for Realtime 3-D Data Acquisition
Based on Coded Structured Light
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Abstract—Structured light vision systems have been successfully
used for accurate measurement of 3-D surfaces in computer vi-
sion. However, their applications are mainly limited to scanning
stationary objects so far since tens of images have to be captured for
recovering one 3-D scene. This paper presents an idea for real-time
acquisition of 3-D surface data by a specially coded vision system.
To achieve 3-D measurement for a dynamic scene, the data acqui-
sition must be performed with only a single image. A principle of
uniquely color-encoded pattern projection is proposed to design a
color matrix for improving the reconstruction efficiency. The ma-
trix is produced by a special code sequence and a number of state
transitions. A color projector is controlled by a computer to gen-
erate the desired color patterns in the scene. The unique indexing
of the light codes is crucial here for color projection since it is es-
sential that each light grid be uniquely identified by incorporating
local neighborhoods so that 3-D reconstruction can be performed
with only local analysis of a single image. A scheme is presented to
describe such a vision processing method for fast 3-D data acqui-
sition. Practical experimental performance is provided to analyze
the efficiency of the proposed methods.

Index Terms—Color-encoded, computer vision, perception, real-
time measurement, robotics, structured-light, 3-D data acquisition,
unique code, vision sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

C
OMPUTER vision has become a very important means

to obtain the 3-D model of an object. A number of 3-D

sensing methods have been explored by researchers in the past

30 years [1]–[7]. The structured light has made its progress from

single light-spot projection to complex coded pattern, and, con-

sequently, the 3-D scanning operation speeds up from several

hours per image to dozens of images per second [4], [8], [9].

The first stage of feasible structured light systems came in

early 1980 when the binary coding or gray coding methods were
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Fig. 1. Typical gray-coding method [10]

employed. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical set of light patterns by

Inokuchi et al. [10]. This kind of pattern can achieve high ac-

curacy in the measurements [11]–[16]. This is due to the fact

that the pattern resolutions are exponentially increasing among

the coarse-to-fine light projections and the stripe gap tends to 0,

but the stripe locations are easily distinguishable since a small

set of primitives is used, and, therefore, the position of a pixel

can be encoded precisely. It also takes the advantage of easy

implementation, and, thus, this method is still the most widely

used in structured light systems. The main drawback is that they

cannot be applied to moving surfaces since multiple patterns

must be projected. In order to obtain a better resolution, a tech-

nique based on the combination of gray code and phase shifting

is often used [11]. Its drawback is that a larger number of pro-

jection patterns (e.g., images) are required.

With the aim to project only one light pattern before cap-

turing a scene image, color stripes are invented for replacing

multiple black/white projections. This idea brings a develop-

ment of “one-shot” 3-D image acquisition and it is possibly ap-

plied in measuring moving objects. People have attempted a lot

of such systems for practical implementation [7], [9], [17]–[23],

in which a phase-shifting method can also be employed [22].

Among them, the De Bruijn sequences are the mostly used tech-

niques [20], [21]. Although these promise real-time applica-

tions, limitations of this method are still considerable. One is its

tradeoff between reliability and accuracy. Since adjacent color

stripes should have enough spectral difference, people have to

use a limited number of color stripes or apply them periodically,

which produces either stripe ambiguity or rough resolution. An-

other limitation is the flexibility of its system setup. Since it is

a 1-D spatial coding method, the baseline between the camera

and the projector should be nearly orthogonal with light planes.

It is suitable for setting up a fixed system, but not for some ap-

plications where dynamic reconfiguration and recalibration if

multiple degrees of freedom are required.

1057-7149/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Pattern designed by Griffin et al.[24].

Fig. 3. Pattern designed by Salvi et al.[2].

Two-dimensional spatial coding has the advantages of win-

dowed image processing and flexible system configuration. The

works in the community by Griffin et al. [24] and Salvi et al.

[2] contribute to this technique. In such a coded structured light

system, the patterns are specially designed so that codewords

are assigned to a set of pixels. As every coded pixel has its own

codeword, there is a direct mapping from the codewords to the

corresponding coordinates of the pixel in the pattern. To this

end, a mathematical study is carried out in [24] (Fig. 2) to deter-

mine what should be the largest size allowed for a coded matrix

of dot pattern. It is based on several assumptions. First, a dot

position is coded with information emitted by itself and the in-

formation of its four neighbors. Second, there cannot be two dif-

ferent dot positions with the same code. Third, the information

is determined using a fixed basis, which determines the symbols

used to code the matrix. Fourth, the biggest matrix is desired,

i.e., the matrix which gives a better resolution. The codewords

are simply numbers, which are mapped in the pattern by using

grey levels, color [2] or geometrical representations [24]. How-

ever, these special geometrical shapes or color lines have to be

placed separately for them to be detected in an image (Fig. 3).

Otherwise, the uncertainty in real scene would make this detec-

tion very difficult due to noise, distortion, and discontinuity. In

fact, the adjacent shapes or lines should be different and placed

on each other with direct contact, as formulated in this paper

later.

In order to gain flexibility during the acquisition process,

adaptive techniques can be used. Researchers have investigated

Fig. 4. Adaptive light projection by Koninckx et al.[26].

some active stereo systems that can adapt the color of the pro-

jected pattern to tackle the problem of light reflections gener-

ated by the scanned objects [1], [3], [25]. An interesting work

is carried out by Koninckx et al. [26]. They propose a real-

time scanner that can adapt itself to the scene. It aims to gen-

erate better patterns online by taking the properties of scene and

setup into account. The code lines are generated according to

epipolar geometry (Fig. 4). A weighted combination of different

coding cues yields a robust way to solve the correspondence

problem. The system, however, is a little complex as it requires

predicting, labeling, and tracking scene features. An assump-

tion is also based on temporal continuity between subsequent

frames. Regarding codification, a single code line, as explained

on the other hand, poses too much of a risk to go undetected

in large parts of the image. More vertical code-lines generate

a higher code-density, but the decoding becomes worse condi-

tioned. Thus, a tracking algorithm has to be involved.

In this paper, we propose a new idea in designing a grid

solid pattern for 3-D reconstruction with fast matching strate-

gies. Based on this idea, the system combines the advantages

of real-time, low-cost, reliable, and accurate 3-D data acquisi-

tion. The steps for vision processing, including color codifica-

tion, pattern rendering, word seeding and flood searching, mesh

amendment, and 3-D computation are investigated in the paper.

Efficiency analysis and experimental implementation are also

reported in following sections.

II. COLOR CODIFICATION

A. Color-Coded Structured Light System

The structured light system in this work consists of a CCD

camera and a digital projector (Fig. 5). That is similar to the

traditional stereo vision system, but with its second camera re-

placed by the light source which projects a known pattern of

light on the scene. Another single camera captures the illumi-

nated scene. The required 3-D information can be obtained by

analyzing the deformation of the imaged pattern with respect

to the projected one. Here, the correspondences between the

projected pattern and the imaged one can be solved directly

via codifying the projected pattern, so that each projected light

point carries some information. When the point is imaged on

the image plane, this information can be used to determine its

coordinates on the projected pattern.

B. Grid-Pattern Coding Requirements

Different from the case of the stripe light vision system,

where the coordinates on the projector can be determined by

analyzing the bit-plane stack obtained from multiple images,
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Fig. 5. Sensor structure for color-coded vision.

the coordinates in the color projection vision system have

to be determined in a single image. In an effort to avoid the

drawbacks of the traditional coding techniques, we attempt to

improve the projected light pattern since a practical system has

to consider more application requirements.

A method is developed for designing the grid patterns that can

meet the practical requirements of uniquely indexing for solving

uncertain occlusions and discontinuities in the scene. Let be

a set of color primitives, (where the numbers

representing different colors, e.g.,

, etc.). These color primitives are

assigned to an matrix to form the encoded pattern

which may be projected onto the scene. We define a word from

by the color value at location in and the color values

of its 4-adjacent neighbors. If is the assigned color point

at row and column in , then the word for defining this

location, , is the sequence

where and , i.e., is a

substring as follows:

(1)

If a lookup table is maintained for all of the word values in ,

then each word defines a location in . Then we can know that

an matrix has words. These words

are made up of a set . We need to assign the color primitives

of to the matrix so that there are no two identical words in

the matrix.

Condition 1:

(2)

Furthermore, every element has a color different from its ad-

jacent neighbors in the word.

Condition 2:

(3)

In this way, each defined location is uniquely indexed, and,

thus, correspondence will be of no problem. That is, if the pat-

tern is projected onto a scene, and the word value for an imaged

point is determined (by determining the colors of that im-

aged point and its 4-adjacent neighbors), then the corresponding

position in of this imaged point is uniquely defined. Of

course, in addition to having each word of be unique, we also

wish to optimize the color code assignments so that matrix

is as large as possible.

A problem should be considered in the assignment. Because

there are only three primary colors, the color pattern should be

divided into several distinguishable color codes. To reduce the

complexity of identifying color codes of a grid point among its

neighbors, every two color codes should have enough distance.

This requires a tradeoff between the number of color codes and

the average code distance. The white color should be utilized

mostly for segmentation of neighbor grid points so that the pat-

tern will produce maximum image irradiance values.

According to the perspective transformation principle, the

image coordinates and the assigned code words of a spatial point

are correspondent to its world coordinates. We can establish

such a mapping relation between an image point in the image

coordinate system and the spatial point in the world coordinate

system. and are the coordinates of a world point, cor-

responding with the image coordinates and . Together

with the system calibration parameters, the 3-D information of

the surface points can be easily computed. Effectively, it can

guarantee that the measurement system has a limited cost of

computation since it only needs to analyze a small part of the

scene and identify the coordinates by local image processing.

Therefore, the acquisition efficiency is greatly improved.

C. Pattern Codification

First, with a given color set , we try to make a longest hor-

izontal code sequence

(4)

where is the sequence length. For any adjacent color pair, it

satisfies

(5)

and any triplet of adjacent colors, , is unique

in the sequence

(6)

The maximal length of the horizontal sequence is

(7)

This is obvious, since for colors, the maximal number of in-

dependent triplets is . Suppose all of them can

be linked together, and the chain length is .

Practical deduction also proved that this chain length is always

attainable.

Since the analytical solution to derive such a horizontal se-

quence is complex, it can be generated by a random-search al-

gorithm instead. In this work, we tested with all color num-
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bers less than 32 and every color set can generate a chain with

its maximum length in a few seconds or minutes. The execu-

tion time for seven colors is 0.2 s to generate a chain with 254

digits. The time for 15 colors is 25 s for a 2942-length chain.

The time for 32 colors is about 5 min to generate a 30754-chain

(no practical vision system requires so much codes actually).

The searching time increases exponentially with the number of

colors. It is, however, generated offline only once and will not

affect the real-time performance. Therefore, no much attention

was paid to improving the searching algorithm. Furthermore, a

1024-length horizontal chain is enough for common grid-color

coding since the projector resolution is limited. Usually we need

a grid size with at least 5 5 square.

Second, with a given color set , we try to make a color state

transition sequence (STS), which will be used to derive the color

sequence from one row to a new one

(8)

where is the sequence length. For any adjacent color pair,

it does not need to satisfy condition (5), but has to ensure its

uniqueness in the sequence

(9)

With unique adjacent state pairs, one can get an STS with the

longest in the following way:

(10)

The sequence in (10) satisfies (9) and all its pairs are

unique in the sequence. In fact, the first part of the sequence

contains all pairs within a 1 except

for . It has digits and each pair is unique.

The second part contains all unique pairs within a 2 and this

part adds extra digits. In this way, adding a 1

at the end of the sequence, we find that each pair in the

sequence is unique.

For colors, the available states to change is one less than

it, i.e., . Finally, the matrix for color projection can

be generated by the longest STS and a maximal horizontal

sequence and . This produces a matrix with the size of

by which is the maximum possible

size for each codeword being unique in the matrix. The first

row in the matrix can be defined by . A second row is

created by adding the first element of to each element of

modulo p, where the modulo operation is only on the

set and does not include the 0 element as does

the traditional modulo operation. Then we can create a third

row by adding the second element of to each element

of its above row modulo p. In this way, for a four-color

set the construction is an 11 38 matrix. If it is defined as

, it can be proved that according to definition

(1) each word in the matrix is uniquely located.

The above-mentioned method generates a special code matrix

which satisfies conditions (2) and (3). This generation scheme

Fig. 6. A 38� 212 tessellated pattern rendered from a seven-color set.

is a finite automata: after the first row is defined, a following

row is generated by a number of transitions jumped from its

row above. However, this scheme has the drawback that the ma-

trix has a “long band” shape which is sometimes not what we

want. For example, a four-color set generates an 11 38 ma-

trix, a five-color set generates an 18 82 matrix, a six-color set

generates a 27 152 matrix, etc. The practical digital projector

usually has an image with 4:3 or 16:9 for width:height. There-

fore, we desire to generate a matrix like that shape or a square.

One solution is to generate a very large matrix and we only cut a

part of it to fit the practical projector, but this wastes many color

codes. On the other hand, while it is still difficult to mathemat-

ically generate such matrices by a formulation, this paper solve

this by computer simulation. A program is developed to find a

maximum square matrix using a random-search algorithm. Ex-

amples of the generated grid patterns are given in the next sub-

section.

D. Examples of Grid Patterns

In the case that a color set contains four different colors, a ma-

trix can be formulated by the generation scheme, ,

which generates an 11 38 coded pattern. Practically, however,

we usually need a square pattern to output to a digital projector,

and, thus, a matrix of only 11 11 can be utilized. Using the

random-search algorithm, it found the maximum square matrix

of a four-color set is with size of 18 18.

To increase the matrix size so that the digital projector will

project a light pattern with better resolution, we have to increase

the color number. In our laboratory, a set with seven colors is

often used, which can generate a matrix for a 38 212 rectangle

or an 82 82 square. Fig. 6 illustrates the light pattern with each

pixels.

When such a coded matrix is projected by a digital color pro-

jector, each word in the pattern can be found with its unique

coordinates from an image.

III. PROCESSING FOR 3-D RECONSTRUCTION

A. Initial Seed Words

For 3-D reconstruction, an important step is to find a unique

word (initial seed) in an unknown area of the acquired image.

This can be implemented in the following way. First, randomly

generate a position in the image or in the window of interest.
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The color at this position should not be BLACK. Simply judge

it by a logical function

(11)

where and are the three color components of the sampled

point, is a black threshold, is a small neighbor area of the

concerned point, is the function to convert color to gray

value, and is the number of pixels of an area.

Then, find the square grid point at that position. A color simi-

larity measurement (12) is used to search a quadrangle in which

colors are changing slightly compared with those outside

(12)

where and are two color values, , and are related

coefficients obtained from color calibration. The grid point is

set to be the centroid of this quadrangle.

Basedon thisgridpoint,we try to locate its fouradjacentneigh-

bors. Simply set the offset to be the grid-size estimated, the left,

right, above, and nether points are initialized and the four square

areas are determined. If this grid point is found not in a regular

shape, or any one of the four neighbors failed to be located, an-

other initial position should be generated. Finally, the coordinates

of the seed word are determined according to the five grid points

by corresponding their color codes in the pattern matrix.

B. Flood Search for Word Identification

With the known grid size and initial seed word, it is easy to

find all adjacent words by a flood search algorithm [27], [28]. It

first tries to search several grid points around the seed word,

and then search more grid points near the known area. Each

point to be added in the known partial net has to satisfy three

conditions—its color, size, and regularity.

The color measured in the image is often not ideal as what

should be due to the distortion in the vision system and scene

reflection. Besides the color calibration strategies to be discussed

later, we can determine it by a color likelihood function. The

image pixel is compared with all the seven ideal colors in the

coding set. If the desired code color corresponds to one of the

three largest likelihood values, the grid point is accepted in the

net.

Since it is a “one-pass” method, i.e., the pixels are computed

only in a small local area once, the image processing can be per-

formed very fast, promising real-time applications. The speed

evaluation will be analyzed in the next section for performance

analysis and also in the experiment section.

C. Mesh Amendment and Interpolation

The mesh amendment and grid interpolation procedures are

developed in this paper for optimization of 3-D results. The pro-

Fig. 7. Cases of mesh amendment for holes (insertion).

Fig. 8. Cases of mesh amendment for leaves (deletion).

Fig. 9. Decision based on content likelihood measurement.

jection of the coded pattern should result in a regular mesh.

However, due to the complexity of the scene and uncertainty in

image processing, the constructed grid matrix could have some

faults (namely holes and leaves). To correct these faults, this

research develops a Mesh Amendment Procedure to find and

amend them. For some cases, it can decide directly whether

“insertion” or “deletion” is necessary to amend the net (as il-

lustrated in Figs. 7 and 8). Under a few other conditions, such

an operation has to be determined according to its actual image

content and with a likelihood measurement (Fig. 9).

After all possible code words have been identified from the

image, it is easy to compute the 3-D world coordinates of these

points since the coordinates on both the image (xc, yc) and the

projector (xp, yp) are known. This yields a rough 3-D map of

the scene. In order to improve the resolution, we may perform an

interpolation algorithm on such map. Depending on the applica-

tion requirements, the interpolation may be only on the segment

of two adjacent grid points or inside the square area formed by

four regular grid points.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section provides theoretical analysis of the time com-

plexity for obtaining a 3-D image so that we may select better

strategies to implement for real-time applications. There are

many image operations in the above-mentioned procedure for

3-D surface construction. To simplify the analysis but without

loss of much precision, in this paper the elemental arithmetic

operators of the machine processor are assumed to contain only

operations equivalent to add and multiply. Equivalent add op-

erations are such like addition, subtraction, comparison, assign-

ment, and logical operations. Equivalent multiply operations are
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such like multiplication, division, and square operations. As-

sume that an equivalent add costs a time complexity of

and an equivalent multiply costs complexity of . The main

steps that affect the online speed for 3-D image acquisition are

analyzed below.

A. Cost to Identify One Grid Point

Assume that a grid point in the image has a rough size of .

To locate and identify the area of such a grid point, we need to

do the following steps.

1) Pointing to the Location of a Grid Point: To locate to a

new grid point, since the rough position is generated by the flood

searching algorithm or generated with seeds, this step is simply

to copy the coordinates in the image. The cost is equivalently

equal to four additions

2) Measurement of Color Likelihood: To determine if the

candidate position is admissible in the sense of color pattern

satisfaction, the color likelihood is measured. The cost is equiv-

alent to

3) Square Area Determination: Suppose that we need to

evaluate every pixel inside the square area of a grid point. The

computation complexity is mainly occupied by (12)

where the square root function was eliminated since practically

it is not necessary to perform it.

In fact, the optimization can be carried out to evaluate only

some pixels near the four boundaries for a practical system. That

will greatly reduce the computation complexity.

4) Centroid of the Square Area: The complexity for deter-

mining the centroid of a square area can be estimated as

If for reason of speed, this centroid estimation can also be

given with a rather low cost, i.e., to simply determine it ac-

cording to the four boundaries. Then it is nearly

In total, the computation cost without optimization is about

(13)

It is obvious that the computation complexity is dominated by

the first part, i.e., . Therefore, the time

cost for identification of a grid point in the image can be esti-

mated as

(14)

where is the average time for an equivalent multiply oper-

ation of the machine processor.

B. Cost for Flood Search Throughout an Image

For an image of size , the time cost of flood search to

identify all possible grid points is

(15)

where is the time complexity for constructing the searching

mesh and it can be estimated as

(16)

Here, we assumed that each point is visited two times during

the flood search. In fact, there are many algorithms proposed to

visit each point with only one time [27], [28]. This paper would

not adopt these best strategies, but only roughly estimate the

possibility for real-time application and leave more optimization

opportunities for engineering implementation.

Combining (13) with (16), we get

(17)

The time cost for flood search over the whole image can be

estimated as

(18)

C. Summary of Costs for the Whole Procedure

Based on the above analysis, we can further estimate the time

cost for mesh amendment to be

(19)

where is a coefficient reflecting the matching complexity

in pattern comparison between the constructed image mesh and

the amendment pattern list (here, for those as in

Figs. 7–9). is the average time for an equivalent add oper-

ation by the processor.

We can see that the time cost for computation of 3-D coor-

dinates, , is mainly to solve a linear system as formulated

similarly with stereo vision

(20)

where is the world coordinates of a specific point

in the scene, the matrices with size 4 3 and with size

4 1 are constructed directly from the calibration matrices, co-

ordinates (xc, yc) and (xp, yp). Then can be estimated to be

(21)

For computing the 3-D mesh, we can choose to do it from

either the original image data with formula (20) or simply inter-

polating 3-D coordinates of known grid points in step. The
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TABLE I
RELATIVE TIME COMPLEXITY OF SOME MAIN PROCESSING FUNCTIONS

FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS AND 3-D RECONSTRUCTION

former can give better accuracy but low efficiency, as compared

to be

(22)

(23)

That means that the latter runs about eight times as fast as for

direct computation from original image data.

Now consider the construction of the 3-D surface from the

whole image. Similar to compute for the 3-D mesh, it can also

be processed with two ways

(24)

(25)

It can also be eight times faster for a complete 3-D surface

when only interpolating from 3-D grid points.

Table I summarizes the relative time costs of these main func-

tions for acquisition of a 3-D image from the vision system.

Practical verification is carried out in experimental studies and

will be presented in the next section.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Example of Implementation

To implement the idea in a practical vision system and

analyze the performance, we have to consider many other

factors and conditions. In fact, this method has to be integrated

with other techniques and algorithms for automating the mod-

eling process, such as system calibration, image processing,

3-D representation, and visualization. Thanks to considerable

fundamental works on computer vision developed in our early

projects [29], the experimental system is convenient to reset up

for this purpose.

The vision system in our laboratory includes a structured

light sensor set up with a projector and a camera. The pro-

jector is a palm-sized digital projector with 2000:1 contrast and

1.2–11.8 m working distance. It is connected to a computer and

is controlled to generate the color encoded patterns for 3-D re-

Fig. 10. Image captured from the scene where illuminated by a uniquely en-
coded light pattern. A random position is generated to find a seed word for flood
search. Net amendment is performed to deal with some unfilled holes and ab-
nomal leaves. In the example, total three seeds were generated automatically
one by one to get the final mesh due to surface discontinuty.

Fig. 11. After 3-D reconstruction.

construction. The CCD camera (PULNIX TMC-9700) has a

1-inch sensor and a 16-mm lens. A 32-Bit PCI Frame Grabber

for machine vision by Coreco Imaging Co., Ltd., PC2-Vision,

is used to capture live images in 640 480 size. The main com-

puter is a common PC, with a 2.1-GHz CPU and 512-MB RAM,

for image processing and 3-D computation.

In the experiments, a 44 212 encoded pattern generated

from a seven-color set (Fig. 6) is used to illuminate the scene.

The grid size is 25 25 pixels. Fig. 10 illustrates an image cap-

tured by the camera, in which there are about

grid points. A seed word is identified randomly in the image.

Then grid points are detected by a flood-search algorithm. Re-

peating the work until no large area is possible to yield more

points, the whole net will be merged from them. The amended

mesh after detecting isolated holes and abnormal leaves is also

illustrated in Fig. 10. Finally, the 3-D mesh was reconstructed

after performing 3-D computation and a typical example is il-

lustrated in Fig. 11.

B. Observation of Efficiency

To observe the execution performance and evaluate the effi-

ciency of each function in the vision system, this paper used the
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TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF EXECUTION PERFORMANCE

Performance Analyzer (a program development tool) to check

the time spent in some important procedures. For a common PC

nowadays with a 2-GHz CPU, a typical float multiply operation

takes several to tens nanoseconds (ns). If an additional floating

point co-processor is integrated, it can be done below 1 ns. Here

if we, with a little conservation, assume a typical multiplication

takes 10 ns and a typical addition takes 1 ns, the theoretical time

and practical time measured in our lab is listed in Table II. It can

be seen that for 3-D reconstruction in low-level or mid-level res-

olution (only computing the 3-D coordinates on grid points or

grid edges), it takes 70 to 100 ms (T10 and T11). That speed

is adequate for most applications. Although, theoretically, the

speed can be achieved to about 38 ms, we currently have some

break points for debugging in the program that affect some ef-

ficiency.

Furthermore, by applying the speed optimization as proposed

in Section IV, we can estimate that the processing efficiency can

be further improved by 30% to 50%. More possible opportuni-

ties still exist to optimize for real-time use. Furthermore, the

time for imaging in Table II can also be eliminated since image

freezing and image processing can be made in parallel. Then the

speed is limited to the bigger number. With good engineering

skills for system implementation in both software and hardware,

it will not be difficult to achieve the speed of about 30 frames

per second (fps) for the 3-D imaging system.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Efficiency

The proposed method is based on a specially coded pattern

projection which allows the 3-D vision processing to be per-

formed locally. The coding scheme assures real-time processing

in three aspects: a) we may choose only the region of interest in

the image to be reconstructed; b) image processing is performed

locally in a one-word area; c) we may choose to reconstruct the

3-D surface in a high, middle, or low resolution according to

practical situations (to reconstruct a surface in lower resolution

according to hardware limitation and processor speed).

The efficiency is analyzed by both theoretical computation

complexity and experimental observation. Although practical

experiments coincide well with the analytical estimations, the

computing time depends on many factors, e.g., segmentation

complexity, surface color appearance, block size, image distor-

tion, chip speed, caches/buffers, memory access speed, oper-

ating system, thread load, etc.

For comparison with a few other good results reported, Kon-

inckx et al. [26] reported that the frame rates varying between 10

and 25 fps, dependent on scene complexity. Zhang and Huang

[22] implies that the scanning speed would be varying between

26–240 fps according practical hardware and software condi-

tions. Tsalakanidou et al. [23] deliver 17–25 fps. Our method

has no obvious advantage over theirs on the aspect of processing

speed, but our proposed scheme has the advantages of reliability

(every word is independent), hardware reconfiguration (relative

pose between the camera and projector is not restricted and even

dynamically adjustable), flexibility (selectable resolution and

color sets), etc.

B. Accuracy

Although the 3-D computation is briefly discussed above,

no metrological evaluation is given in the paper yet. In fact,

the accuracy or precision of the proposed system is similar to
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other typical structured light systems since the triangulation is

based on the same geometry. The best accuracy of those sys-

tems using stripe light projection (without phase-shifting) is ex-

pected to be achievable in this system, but all factors that af-

fect the accuracy in common structured light systems will also

result in some errors. The experiments in this paper were car-

ried out with a typical system setup. In fact, the accuracy of

dimensional measurement is dependent on many factors (e.g.,

the length of baseline, image resolution, projector resolution,

object distance, calibration accuracy, surface orientation, etc.),

but affected less by the vision processing method. To estimate

the measurement precision in detail, some previous works on

structured light can be referred to [8], [15], [20], [31]–[34]. For

example, Sansoniet al. [15] analyzed the systematic errors de-

pendent on the baseline length , object distance , and imaging

angle .

From these contributions, we know that the metrological sen-

sitivity is mainly on its system structure. In this paper, the base-

line is about 200 mm, the object distance is about 350 mm, the

projection angle is about 20 degrees, and the image resolution

is about 640 480. Since we did not perform a very careful cal-

ibration before it is used for 3-D data acquisition, the observed

error is about 2% relatively on some specific line segments in the

scene. The accuracy can be raised greatly by some engineering

skills, e.g., about 0.01% as in [23].

System calibration errors will directly introduce mea-

surement errors [8], and, thus, careful calibration should be

performed for an engineering system. Legarda–Saenz et al.

[31] and Vargas et al. [34] give us a detailed description of

an accurate procedure to calibrate the structured light system.

Methodology for error estimation can also be found in [33].

If the spatial resolution does not meet the requirement of mea-

surement precision, a subpixel strategy may be employed for

improvement [7], [20]. When the image resolution increases,

however, more processing time is required accordingly.

C. Engineering Implementation

1) Color Calibration and Color Transformation: In the

above deduction, the system requires that the sensor has a uni-

form spectral response; that is, the intensity of the red, green,

and blue signals are comparable. To achieve this, a calibration

procedure should be performed. Wust et al. [18] use a flat

plane of the same color as that of the surface to be measured to

sample standard colors for rectifying these responsive curves.

Sometimes color space transformation, performed to use in-

tensity, hue, and saturation instead of RGB values, is helpful to

improve image segmentation and word identification. However,

this introduces some extra computational load and it can be ap-

plied only when processing time is not critical.

2) Hardware and Software: The hardware setup can also be

implemented something like that in the patent [9] for practical

cost consideration. Instead of using a digital projector, the one

replaced by a common light source together with a transparent

(grass or plastic) plate will greatly cut down the hardware cost

(even cheaper than a common stereo vision setup). This, how-

ever, reduces the flexibility of the 3-D imaging system since

light pattern can not be dynamically changed according to scene

conditions.

Parallel computation can also be considered if we need a

high-speed 3-D imaging system. Since the proposed method

is based on local processing, this can be implemented without

much difficulty.

In general, this paper did not adopt the best strategies in many

issues, but only focuses on the estimation of the possibility for

real-time application and leave more optimization opportunities

for engineering implementation.

VII. CONCLUSION

Real-time, low-cost, reliable, and accurate 3-D data acquisi-

tion is a dream for us in the vision community. While the avail-

able technology is still not able to reach all these features to-

gether, this paper makes a significant progress to the goal. An

idea was presented and implemented for generating a specially

color-coded light pattern, which combines the advantages of

both fast 3-D vision processing from a single image and reli-

ability and accuracy from the principle of structured light sys-

tems. With a given set of color primitives, the patterns generated

are guaranteed to be a large matrix and desired shape with the

restriction that each word in the pattern matrix must be unique.

By using such a light pattern, correspondence is solved within a

single image, and, therefore, this is used in a dynamic environ-

ment for real-time applications. Furthermore, the method does

not have a limit in the smoothness of object surfaces since it only

requires analyzing a small part of the scene and identifies the

coordinates by local image processing, which greatly improves

the 3-D reconstruction efficiency. Theoretical analysis and ex-

perimental results show that acquisition of a 3-D surface with

mid-level resolution takes about 100 ms which is adequate for

many practical applications. Some software and hardware skills

may be applied to further improve the speed to above 30 fps. A

parallel processing scheme will further increases the efficiency

several times.
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